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Our Cheder’s Voice
Cheder Chabad Boy’s Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents
 ויעקב הלך לדרכוare our marching orders as we step off of the dancing and celebrations of Simchas Torah. The
Rebbe would request that the Gabboim announce these words at the end of this season.
This week’s parshah, Parshas Noach, contains an unusual form of the shoresh א.צ. יit reads  היצאand means
you should drive out. Hashem said to Noach “leave the Teivah, and if anyone refuses to go, drive them out”.
The Rebbe explains that this applies in our avodas Hashem as well, in the spirit of veYakov holach ledarko.
A chosid may be so comfortable in the holy feelings of the yomim noraim and yomim tovim that fill the
month of Tishrei, that he refuse to return to ordinary life. One might say: if only I can avoid going back into
the world and interacting with forces that test my commitment to Hashem, if only I can spend the rest of my
days learning Torah and spending many hours a day in meditation, thinking about Hashem and davening from
the depths of my neshamah.
To these Yidden comes the call haytseh, you must go out and interact with the material and physical aspects
of the world for this is the reason for which you were created.

At cheder Chabad, the Torah and mitzvos that we learn are presented in an integrated fashion. We don’t live
as Yidden in a bubble of home, cheder, shul, Shabbos, and Yom Tov, our experience as Yidden works and
applies in the material world with all the corporeal, physical, and mortal limitations.
We lookg forward to welcoming you to PTC this Sunday and strengthen our partnership in giving our children
a chassidhe chinuch that applies lematoh meiasoroh tefachim.
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Wishing you a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan
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Happy Birthday
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Yisrael Lefkovitch, Levi Pewzner, Chaim Meir Lustig,
Eliyahu vernick, Chesky Konikov and Levi Sandhaus

May you have a Shnas Hatzlochah!
MAZEL TOV Moshe

Mendelow

on his Bar Mitzvah!
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